GRAND TOUR
italy | October 6th-12th

The grand tour is addressed to foreign
operators in cultural heritage, architecture and restoration sectors from USA. It
will focus on strategic worksites in Milan,
Bologna, Ravenna and Venice as symbols
of the Italian methodologies and techniques in restoration and reuse.

SAVE
THE DATE!

During the training days, the participants
will have the chance to visit both restoration sites and to attend special seminars
with experts, architects and local institutions.
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The staff of Assorestauro, involved since
2007 in the cultural heritage and restoration sector, will organize a full immersion journey around different main cities
in the north of Italy. Its decennial experience will allow to move freely through
important worksites, showing their detail
and get into the new Italian methodologies and techniques in restoration.
Seminars will be organized in some peculiar site, about specific material and

processing, held by speakers as, worksite
directors, architects and Superintends.
During the visits, the guests could improve their knowledge about restoration
and history and meet and discuss directly
with local experts and institutions, to begin new economic and cultural relations.
At the end of the grand tour, Assorestauro will send a report with all the worksite
visited and the personal contact of every
professionals met.

The heritage of Italy relates on architecture
and historical site, but also on the
traditional food. The grand tour will follow
a culinary route stepping into the traditional
restaurant both during lunch and dinner

Do you have
any question?
Contact us!

JOIN!
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